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Introduction 

 

Preparing this report requires the following steps: speaking to select students after the course 

terminates; preparing a thorough 4 page evaluation form; reading through students answers to 

the evaluation form; checking my attendance and grade records; writing the report. 

 

Part I: Important facts 

 

This is the second year this course has been offered. I increased primary readings of texts 

dealing with political and social theory, and following the requests of students doing my 

course evaluation last year, I dropped the novel and monograph I had used in 2011-II. The 

total number of pages assigned to the students decreased. 

 

Attendance and participation: 

23 completed the course, compared to 15 last year, a marked increase. 

The average mark was C+ -- between C and B -- compared to a B average last year. 

 

Comments on student performance: 

I had the sense that very few read the material to be “discussed” in class. In this sense the 

course was far less successful that year when I wrote that “students were generally well 

prepared and very receptive to my presentations . . .” The difference may be due, in part, to 

the fact that the 2011 class was more select group; this year there were fewer alternatives in 

the courses available. About 2/3 of the students said they were taking the course because they 

wanted to while the rest said they took it because they had to or they were uncertain.  

 

Student evaluation questionnaire: 

I composed my own questionnaire and my comments below are based on that. 21 of 23 

students completed the questionnaire. 

 

Part II: Evaluation 

 

Course description and self-evaluation: 

Overall student evaluations were mediocre. Three problems can be identified from the 

questionnaires. 

 

(1) 16 students a solid majority thought the course was too philosophical, while 17 thought 

that they did not know political history well enough to understand the context in which the 

ideas were being discussed. This partly reflects lack of student interest in ideas and in favor of 

history and especially politics, but it also suggests that some instructors in NORAM 1500 

(U.S. History) are not covering political history well enough for me to suppose that students 

can define “the progressive era,” for example. 

 



(2) There were many complaints about the lack of time to cover the material. I must admit 

that the syllabus (class schedule) was crowded with readings and the course could benefit 

from 14 weeks instead of 10, but my overcrowded teaching schedule does not permit that—

and the rules that mandate 10 week of classes for “mappe vurdering” are also an obstacle.  

 

(3) According to the course evaluation, all students had no problem with the fact that my 

classes were largely lecture—though 2580 is ostensibly a seminar. Some student criticisms 

included the following comments: “texts that allude to stuff we’ve never heard of”; “ideas that 

are foreign for me”; lectures that “dig’ deeper’ into the material . . . rather than explain the 

relevance and policy implications of ideas.” Partly the comments reflect an abiding interest in 

political science among our students, but this is not a course in political science. But more 

problematic is that these comments give voice  to an expectation on the part of many, and 

probably most students, that the material should be presented to them in predigested form and 

that they have little responsibility for the class. If a student has never heard of something, he 

should look it up. If ideas are “foreign,” why not ask a question? And if you are interested in 

policy implications of ideas why not cautiously put forth a hypothesis and see what the 

professor says. If the professor doesn’t have a smooth lecture it may be because he is working 

with multiple potential interpretations of texts and making connections between texts at the 

spur of the moment. In a seminar you think aloud. 

 

 

Final Thoughts: 

My conclusion is that course will need another major revision. There will be more political 

history and probably a secondary text that supports the historical material. Texts in political 

and social philosophy will take a secondary place in the course and it is not at all certain how 

to require student engagement with difficult material—failing the institution of a course 

participation grade and more stringent requirements. 

 


